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Towards a Marxist Political Economic Critique of Migration 

and Media

Authors

Prof. Siyuan Yin - Simon Fraser University

Abstract

The global outbreak of COVID-19 has exposed varied ways that systemic inequality shapes people’s 
lives. This article pays particular attention to migrant populations. While mainstream media and 
political discourse tend to construct migration as a problem to be addressed or even the cause of social 
problems, the article contends that migration should be understood as an immanent part of capitalist 
uneven development, entwined with patriarchy and colonialism. The post-modern approach within 
media and communication scholarship on migration fails to challenge media’s constitutive role in 
patriarchal and racial capitalism which fundamentally shapes the process and consequences of 
migration. Drawing from a Marxist political economic perspective, I analyse the two cases of global 
transnational migration and internal migration in China and argue that media and communication 
studies should account for material disparity and class divisions among migrant groups and look for 
transformative force against unequal power structures.

Keywords: migration, media, class, migrant workers, elite migrants, capitalist globalisation, inequality

Submission ID

69

Political participation, digital media and social change: 

communication from a young citizen’s perspective

Authors

Mrs. Cássia Ayres - Lusófona University

Abstract

This work aims at analysing the participation dynamics of young Brazilians, who use the U-Report 
platform, as an exploratory case study, with the purpose to reflect on the Communication for 
Development and Social Change (CfDSC), from the perspective of young citizens, in Brazil, and in 
similar contexts.

As far as methodology is concerned, qualitative analysis was privileged, using face-to-face interviews 
with 13 young adults – seven male and six female – aged between 16 and 22, from São Paulo (11 
individuals) and from Bahia (two individuals). Methodology was based on thematic and discourse 
analysis.
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What can be inferred from the results is the fact that for young people political participation includes 
three aspects: i) the exercise of their voice; ii) to be taken into account by the authorities; and iii) the act
of becoming aware, of themselves and the others. This is why the internet is also an added value when 
it comes to playing the lead and self-valuing their everyday life’s activism. However, the internet is not 
a prerequisite for political participation and does not change anything on its own, just as it does not 
bring young people any closer to their representatives. On the other hand, we also became aware of the 
challenge posed to institutions regarding communication with young adults, and also of the fact that 
CfDSC, when done institutionally, has difficulty in articulating with their daily lives, grabbing their 
attention or understanding their vision and way of thinking. The hybrid aspect of the ways they choose 
to participate converges to social mobilisations, advocacy and critical literacies. These are precisely the
aspects that suggest paths of reflection on CfDSC from the perspective of young citizens, taking them 
as a point of departure and arrival, by considering the starting problem as part of the contributions of 
this work.

Keywords: Young people, participation; digital media; communication for development and social 
change, Brazil

Submission ID
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Examining the Contours of Public Diplomacy and 

Journalistic Autonomy in Deutsche Welle: A Case for a 

Three-Tier Analytical Model of Public International Media

Authors

Dr. Tewodros Workneh - Kent State University

Abstract

Until recently, Ethiopia’s media environment was one of the most restrictive in the world. In addition to
different forms of censorship, lack of professionalism, partisan news-making, dismal economic 
incentives, low job satisfaction, weak circulation network infrastructure, and exorbitant production 
costs have made journalism a struggling sector. While a combination of these factors made Ethiopia 
hostile for the practice of journalism, it has enabled the establishment of alternative sources of news 
and information overseas. As a result, Ethiopians have looked up to external media sources for 
alternative news despite several attempts by the Ethiopian government to jam or block incoming 
transmissions.

In the past three decades, no overseas news outlet has enjoyed a following as wide and sustained as  
foreign-based public international broadcasters (PIB’s) such as Deutsche Welle (DW). DW, Germany’s 
public international broadcaster, has withstood the kind of crackdown other domestic media endured in 
Ethiopia and has become a news medium of choice for many listeners, especially during the Derg 
(1974-1991) and EPRDF (1991-2018) years. This study investigates the inner-workings of DW 
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Amharic’s newsmaking processes, journalistic values, and institutional mission against a backdrop of 
most PIB’s’ double duty of operating as journalistic institutions and public diplomacy instruments of 
host countries. With the aim of making sense of DW’s newsmaking practices through the conceptual 
optics of newsroom culture and institutional structure, this study is guided by the following research 
question: What are the determinants of journalism practice and newsroom culture in DW’s Amharic 
Service (hereafter ‘the service’ or ‘DW Amharic’)?

Through data generated from interviews with newsroom staff, document analysis, and workflow 
observation, this study identifies three major factors that influence newsmaking practices at DW 
Amharic, namely ideological determinants, geographic determinants, and audience-generated 
determinants. Findings indicate ideological determinants mainly ascribe to the tensions between the 
host (Germany) and homeland (Ethiopia), emerging principally from the former’s mission of ‘a 
democratic export’ and the latter’s resistance to it. Geographic determinants enhanced journalistic 
safety at the expense of eyewitness reporting and sourcing triangulation. Finally, audience-generated 
determinants revealed how partisan political groups attempt to exert pressure on coverage, and the 
mechanisms the newsroom implemented to navigate externally generated challenges of journalistic 
autonomy.

In probing the newsroom culture in DW’s Amharic Service, this study offers insights about how, 
Ethiopian journalists working in Germany’s PIB wrestle with disparate homeland vis-à-vis host cultural
and political constructs to create a negotiated space of journalism practice. In this sense, understanding 
the newsroom culture of PIB’s such as DW invites a nuanced, constitutive, and multimodal approach of
inquiry outside of universalistic/particularistic, Western/non-Western, or host/homeland binaries. The 
‘in-betweenness’ that epitomizes DW Amharic journalists’ practice presents an opportunity of 
exploring a hybrid, third space that is neither solely informed by market imperatives or state-sponsored 
public diplomacy. The study concludes by proposing a comparative critique that heeds to matters of 
political economy, sociology of journalism, and other context-driven approaches to enhance our 
understanding of shared characteristics of PIB’s’ newsmaking practices globally while being attentive 
to unique newsroom cultures of specific organizations.

Submission ID
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MPS paper (1) - Toward a transcultural political economy of 

digital labor studies in China: The “996” Discourse and 

Beyond

Authors

Dr. Min Tang - University of Washington Bothell
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Abstract

From the “twenty-first-century slavery” of “Appleconn” (Qiu, 2016) that once witnessed a string of 
worker suicides to the recent deaths of software engineers in a rising unicorn Pinduoduo, from “996” to
“dagongren”, the rapid development of digital capitalism in China does not come without price, mostly 
borne by the massive, diverse and self-stratified digital working class. As many have studied the 
growth, manifestations, and problems of this population, it is very often examined from the Marxian 
tradition of labor-capital relations. While the approach affords much merit to understand the 
fundamental issues such as exploitation, commodification, unionization, and so on, a single adoption of
the western-centric political economy approach could lead to a neglect of the localized contexts and 
practices (Zhao, 2018). Through a detailed meta-review of existing literatures, the paper examines how 
prior scholars engage with the so-called digital labor studies in contemporary China. The paper argues 
that a majority of these scholarship tries to address to what extent and in what ways the term digital 
labor fits (or not) in China’s globalized ICT industries, which is to squeeze the diverse practices of 
working people in contemporary China into a questionable “pre-existing conceptual box” (Qiu, 2010). 
In order to de-westernize the framework(s) of digital labor studies, we need to revisit the exact role of 
digital technologies in the (re)making of worker experience, in relation to the long-standing 
international working-class history, China’s revolutionary past, contemporary development and 
grounded practices. The paper uses the critiques and discussions on the “996” discourse as an example. 
In doing so, the paper aims to explore, beyond a capital-centered analysis of labor practices, what other 
possibilities, values and systems we can make out of the relations between the working people and 
digital technologies, grounded in China’s history, culture and political economy. In a more general 
sense, how might we benefit from a narrative shift from “digital labor studies” to “labor studies in the 
digital age” in understanding the lived experiences of a more integrative and inclusive population? It 
shows the multi-faceted and multi-layered theoretical enrichment to this concept by a transcultural 
approach.

Key words: digital capitalism, labor, China, transcultural political economy

Submission ID

242

MPS paper (3) - Becoming “Quanshi”: The Rise of Feminist 

Guerrilla Movement on Weibo

Authors

Dr. Jiaojiao Pan - Beijing Language and Culture University

Abstract

This article examines a recent controversial phenomenon on Weibo: the labeling of certain female 

Internet users as “quanshi” (“拳师”) who participate in the online discussions on hot issues from the 
perspective of gender identity politics. Unlike the hashtag activism campaigns, “quanshi” uses various 
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affordances of social media to advocate women's rights in all kinds of hashtags. Through in-depth 
interviews with self-identified “quanshi”, we explore how the individualized message diffusions are 
integrated into a certain social movement and the ways they fight back and forth with recommendation 
algorithms and commercial public relation (PR) strategies to enhance media visibility of gender issues. 
Furthermore, we identify distinct but interconnected discourse strategies to activate Chinese feminism 
in the digital space.

Key words: “quanshi”, gender identity politics, feminist guerrilla movement, Chinese social media

Submission ID

245

MPS paper (4) - From “virtual solidarity” to “practical 

solidarity”: Case Study on the Driver Network of China 

Truck Association

Authors

Dr. LIU NAN - Communication University of China

Abstract

China has 30 million truck drivers to escort the logistics industry. In the Internet era, based on the needs
of solidarity and mutual assistance, safeguarding rights and interests, they have formed various kinds of
self-governed online networks. Truck Association drivers were also awarded by the All-China 
Federation of Trade Unions and recruited into local trade unions.

Based on the unity theory, this paper studies the organization practice in and by the WeChat group of 
China truck association. Truck drivers’ organization has experienced from “embedding” to digital “re-
embedding”. Through the network mobilization of the drivers’ emotions, the community forms event 
solidarity to safeguard their rights, and attempts to build a new solidarity economy from virtual to 
practical. Media empowerment is conducive to its expansion of social capital, social integration and 
resource redistribution. The institutional crystallization of the network organization of the truck 
association provides a model for the self-employed workers to move towards the unity of professional 
groups and maintain the dominant position of Chinese workers.

Key words: truck driver; online organizational practice; virtual solidarity; practical solidarity; worker 
subjectivity

Submission ID

246
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TOPIC: DIGITAL DIVIDE AND ECONOMIC DIVIDE: 

IMPLICATIONS FOR DIGITAL JOURNALISM

Authors

Mr. Sulaiman Osho - BY: Sulaiman A. Osho, Al-Maktoum College, University of Dundee, Scotland, 
United Kingdom

Abstract

Digital journalism or online journalism is the new form of journalism that manifests the ‘Global 
Village’ theory of Marshall McLuhan where news and other editorial contents are disseminated 
promptly and globally through International Networking (Internet). This is opposed to the conventional
print and broadcast journalism of the mass media as Digital Journalism instantly circulate news and 
features worldwide without the barriers of space and time through digital pictures, videos, audio, and 
interactive forms, like news games using digital media technologies like blogs, websites, social media, 
android phones, I-phones. But digital journalism brings to the fore the economic divide between 
Northern and Southern countries, the world information and communication imbalance, imperialism, 
and restricted access to information. This study examines the imperialistic tendencies of digital 
journalism as the developed economies invented Internet, produce, distributes and sell digital hardware 
and software technologies to the world. This makes the industrialised countries to have access to digital
journalism than the developing countries that are plagued by poverty, disease, and squalor to have 
access to electricity, potable water, Internet, and digital technologies. The study uses the political-
economy theory of ‘Manufacturing Consent of News’ of Herman and Chomsky as theoretical 
framework for the study. It investigates the economic divides between advanced economies on digital 
journalism and less-developed countries. The research studies in narrative and analytical forms, the 
implications of the economic and technological dichotomy on digital journalism which has suppressed 
old mass media journalism in print and broadcasting. It concludes on the need to assist developing 
world on digital technology for meaningful circulation of news, views, and opinions globally to check 
imbalances.

Submission ID

270

The Emergence of Binge-Reading as New Cultural 

Consumption in the Webtoon Industry

Authors

Prof. Dal Yong Jin - Simon Fraser University
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Abstract

In the early 21st century, global youth, in particular Millennials and Generation Z, enjoy popular culture
on their personal mobile gadgets and streaming services. Unlike previous generations, it is natural for 
them to consume popular culture individually on their smartphones and notebook computers as they 
have grown up with these digital technologies. One of the primary ways in which they engage in their 
cultural activities is binge-consuming, as in the case of binge-watching Netflix. Due to their busy 
schedules and emphasis on individual life-styles, global youth and young adults don’t seem to set aside 
regular times to enjoy television drama series, nor want to watch them with family members in the 
living room. Since the mid-2010s, there has been another major form of binging, now with webtoons, 
as many Millennials and Generation Z have also enjoyed Korean webtoons (webcomics in the U.S.) 
through a binge-reading format, which means that they read finished webtoons together with no 
interruption or read them in advance by paying fees rather than waiting for eventually free content. 
Webtoons have greatly advanced binge-reading for youth in the age of digital technologies. As Netflix 
has introduced binge-watching, webtoon platforms like Naver Webtoon and Kakao Page in Korea 
utilize binge-reading in their business models, known-as ‘the freemium model.’ Many people, in 
particular young people cannot wait until the next episodes appear on webtoon platforms, and so they 
pay fees to read webtoons earlier than others. Webtoon platforms also put webtoons together on their 
platforms based on similar genres and themes, including already published ones so that people can 
binge-read them on certain days like weekends, national holidays, and vacation days. 

        Binge-reading of webtoons has been real and growing; however, there is no single academic 
discourse on binge-reading in the webtoon sector. This paper discusses several major cultural 
characteristics relevant to binge-reading in the realm of webtoons. First, it analyzes binge-reading as 
one of the most recent digital cultures that webtoon platforms develop to capitalize on people’s shifting 
cultural consumption. Comparing binge-reading to binge-watching on OTT service platforms, in 
particular Netflix, it examines the ways in which webtoon fans, including Millennials and Generation 
Z, have transformed their consumption habits in enjoying webtoons. Second, as the webtoon is the first 
major cultural form to introduce binge-reading, it investigates the reasons why people actualize binge-
reading in the webtoon industry. Third, it maps out how webtoon platforms capitalize on binge-reading.
In particular, it discusses two forms of binge-reading that digital platforms advance and articulates the 
ways in which the business model and the cultural model are connected to symbolize the contemporary 
capitalization of popular culture. These discussions from the convergence of critical political economy 
and cultural studies on binge-reading will shed light on current debates on peoples’ shifting habits on 
cultural consumption and the new form of capitalization in the cultural industries.

Submission ID
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A Playground or Factory? Video Creator’s Playbor on UGC 

Platform Bilibili with Limited Subjectivity

Authors

Ms. Nan Zhang - School of Media and Communication of Shanghai Jiao Tong

Ms. Yunrui Wu - Department of Sociological Studies at the University of Sheffield in the United 
Kingdom

Abstract

With development of social media platforms, the working space of playworkers have expanded from 
the game world to UGC (User-generated-content) platforms, constructing a new form of playbor. In 
this paper, we invastigate the current situation of playborers through in-depth interviews on the Chinese
UGC platform Bilibili, specifically focusing on video creators who integrate commercial 
advertisements with their own content with purpose of monetizing audience’s online attention, by 
stimulating viewers’ potential purchase behaviour. It is found that video creators obtain dual-identity, as
workers in attention economy and as players in games. The self-employed and flexible working pattern 
put them in a precarious situation, full of permanent uncertainty, unstable and irregular income, lack of 
social prestige and labor security. Passion for games become driver of production and means of 
obtaining online attention for further monetization. Playworkers’ leisure are commodified. The logic of 
attention economy invades their non-work life, and their hobbies, emotions and self-expression are 
alienated and objectified. It should be admitted that playworkers obtain a certain degree of subjectivity 
in content creation and possibility of negotiating with advertisers and platforms for self-protection to 
some degree in the self-employed working pattern, but we argue that this autonomy and subjectivity are
limited. Working without any long-term working contracts help playworkers escape from dominance of
a specific employer but they are still subject to the overall logic of attention economy and platform 
capitalism.

Submission ID

454

The power of neo-liberalism: Transformation, neo-elitism 

and class continuities in the post-apartheid media

Authors

Dr. Prinola GOVENDEN - University of Johannesburg

Abstract

Critical political economy of the media investigates how changes in the array of forces that exercise 
control of media institutions liberate or limit the public sphere (Golding and Murdock 2000). South 
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Africa’s political economy of transition from apartheid to democracy was notably characterised by the 
politically inspired unbundling of white corporations, facilitated by a black economic empowerment 
strategy which saw the emergence of new black capitalist interests merge with established white capital
to refashion multi-racial capital (Barnett 1999). These deals greatly affected the media which 
underwent major changes in ownership and control that diversified the market with the entrance of 
black ownership and international ownership. The “new” South Africa also moved from racial 
capitalism to neo-liberalism as its economic system. This study investigates if these diversity changes 
in the South African media market in the first twenty years of its democracy 1994-2014, liberated or 
limited the public sphere. In the South Africa context media transformation has come to be 
conceptualised as media diversity in terms of ownership and content (Boloka and Krabill 2000). The 
methodology of the study consisted of both quantitative and qualitative content analysis, to aggregate 
as well as investigate deeper meanings and associations in diversity trends of the 684 articles analysed 
(Krippendorf 1989; Davies and Mosdell 2006).

The study found that in line with the critical political economy of the media approach the economic 
context of the media is critical in informing the media’s role (Golding and Murdock 2000). In the case 
of South Africa, its neo-liberal economic context substantially informs the nature of print media content
transformation and diversity which was found to be elite-driven marking the emergence of neo-elite 
class continuities in the following areas: 1) politically elite topics garner the highest coverage 2) elite 
prominent voices dominate whilst alternative and counter-hegemonic voices are sparse 3) 
underrepresentation and simplistic coverage of issues affecting the poor and classes hardest hit by 
severe socio-economic crisis 4) underrepresentation and negative depiction of working class issues 5) 
economic news for the elite is catered for whilst economics news for the ordinary citizen is rare. The 
study largely found that print media content is fundamentally pitched to the elite and marginalises the 
issues and representation of the lower classes. In Marxist terms (Fuchs and Mosco 2012), the print 
media in South Africa continues to be stratified along the structures of class inequality. The press 
shifted from being a white minority elite driven press in the apartheid epoch to a neo-elite driven press, 
despite a politically driven transformation policy that diversified the market. The findings of the study 
emphasise the paramount power of the economic context on media content. The study concludes that 
attempts to transform, diversify, de-westernise, and decolonise the media systems in post-colonial 
countries will be futile if the power of neo-liberalism as the new ideology is underestimated and not 
addressed.

Submission ID
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Concealed Displaybour: Self-curation and Digital Labor on 

Chinese Music Streaming Platform

Authors

Ms. Yu Jiang - Communication University of China

Mr. Xudong Weng - Communication University of China
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Abstract

As Castells(2006) points out, the global rise of platform capitalism is intertwined with increasing 
inequalities and social distinction, providing a powerful twist to the traditional pattern of north-south 
divide and global-local divide: people and places irrelevant to dominating interests are included in 
capitalist production but excluded from platform power. Digital labour studies propose a critical 
framework to reveal the exploitation of platform capitalism concealed in the voluntary, interest-driven, 
unpaid user activities, and it helps to rethink the role of prosumers in digital economics. In recent years,
however, the expression of digital labour has evolved into a kind of empty signifier, incapable to serve 
a clearly distinguishable critical or analytical purpose, as it broadly connects to a variety of labour 
practices. (Gandini,2020) Though there are considerable outcomes in the subdivided area of digital 
game and labour(Cai,2018; Song,2020) since Kücklich(2005) put forward “Playbour”, little is 
empirically known about if and how digital labour is generated in other particular user activities which 
could be more difficult to perceive.

The study considers the concept of “displaybour” and how it may be applied to study users’ self-
presentation, one of the primary user practices in digital beings(Peng,2020), with an empirical case 

study on a music streaming platform - Netease Cloud Music，which dominates Chinese music 
streaming services because of its good public image of the most tasteful platform, even if it doesn’t 
have the largest music libraries. Based on the literature review, the article develops the concept of 
digital labour, and puts forward “displaybour” to refer to the laborization of curation practice and 
subject of such labour. The analysis mainly discusses three questions:

• How do users perform displaybour while curating their social selves on the platform?

• What does the platform do to make users willing to become displaybour?

• How does user participation consolidate or resist the exploitation mechanism?

Drawing on semi-structured interviews with 30 everyday users together with analysis on 37 documents 
concerning music streaming platforms, the study tries to reveal the concealed exploitation relationships 
between the platform and users. First, the analysis illustrates Netease Cloud Music is an exhibition and 
factory where users perform unpaid displaybour through comments, reposts, and playlist curation 
meanwhile a few UGC contributors and playlist curators get involved in flexible employment. Curation
for self is the presentation for the platform. Second, the platform ideologically connects music 
consumption with cultural taste and highlights the subjective role of users in creative presentation, 
concealing the users’ exploited position in the existing production relationships behind its use-value to 
satisfy user’s needs in pursuit of class distinction and collective identity. And it concludes by pondering
on the factorization of personal social network and overlaps of human sociality and capital 
accumulation, to set an agenda for future research.

Submission ID
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Trump's TikTok WeChat Game

Authors

Dr. Marcus Breen - Boston College

Abstract

When US President Donald Trump told the world that the US Government was planning on placing a 
ban on the Chinese Social Media platforms TikTok and WeChat early in 2020, it was publicly presented
as a case of defending national security. Superficially this was true. On closer examination, the security
of the US digital infrastructure and US itself, was  a misleading pretext for a number of major 
considerations influencing the decision. They were in effect, more profound than national security - a 
trope used to influence public opinion, easily gaining traction among a gullible US public fed by 
propagandizing, nationalistic media. This paper presents research on the way the proposed TikTok and 
WeChat bans connected with concerns within the US establishment about the rise of China as an 
economic force with global digital capacity to match and surpass the US and its dominance since the 
emergence of digital networking. The US response is further constituted as a part of the generations 
long struggle against socialism in favor of the preferred, hegemonic US model of neoliberal 
democracy.   

Submission ID
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Global capital/local space: the polymorphic territoriality of 

audiovisual production

Authors

Dr. Maria O'Brien - Queen’s University Belfast

Dr. Nick Webber - Birmingham City University

Abstract

It is a truism to state that there is a trend towards the hybrid glocal/glocal within the audiovisual 
industries. Many theorists have astutely addressed the complexity of such a trend from various angles, 
including application of the concept of glocalisation and variants thereof (Kraidy, 2006; Robertson, 
2020) and Hardy’s (2014) consideration of media globalisation. We can also point to revised framings 
of state cultural policy models which explicitly acknowledge the porosity of national boundaries, with 
de Beukelaer & Spence’s (2018) revision of cultural policy typologies a useful addition to the field of 
cultural economy theory and allowing for a conceptualisation of cultural policy as operating beyond the
national interest.
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While acknowledging the significance of the glocal/global as processes shaping audiovisual production
within and across the EU, this project takes as its subject matter the issue of national tax supports for 
audiovisual production, and places it within the discourse of the hybrid glocal. We explicitly interrogate
what we consider as the de- and re-territorialisation of audiovisual cultural production policies within 
the Member States (MS) of the EU through a critical political economy lens. This project examines the 
way state and EU institutions simultaneously support and fail to support particular manifestations of 
cultural production through the provision of specific taxation frameworks for audiovisual production. 
We interrogate the political nature of economic decisions taken by MS while acknowledging the 
identifiable shift away from political to economic instrumentalism (Valtysson, 2018), holding that 
economic decisions taken by MS are in themselves deeply political.

In the context of individual tax relief regimes within EU MS (and including the UK), cultural tests, as a
condition of qualification for such reliefs, deploy (and purport to ‘protect’) national culture in an era of 
globalised production. Are they a barrier to cross-EU production or a help? Do the conditions of EU 
cultural tests undermine the EU motto [united in diversity] or are they a pragmatic recognition of the 
political nature of the EU project - given that MS want to protect their own industries? How can we 
think of cultural tests in the wider context of state aid requirements? The questions allow for the 
development of a taxonomy of audiovisual industries tax reliefs across the EU. Furthermore, reflecting 
on these matters in light of the process of cultural diplomacy, and the interrelationship between 
localisation/regulation and the global circulation of culture, may help us to develop a more nuanced 
understanding of the concept of sovereignty. The fusion of Anderson’s (2006) conception of the nation 
and Bourdieu’s (1986) perspectives on capital, understood through a lens of critical political economy, 
allows us to revisit, interrogate and rethink the functioning of borders within and outwith the EU.
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Abstract

Media reform and communication democratization are historical demands from social movements, that 
understand the importance of these issues in their everyday lives and considerate the need for public 
policies changes, the diversity of producers able to access, execute and manage control over broadcast 
media and also the implementation of community media in equal proportion as public and private ones 
(MORAES, 2016).
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Democratic communication can be considered as a previous condition for society democratization, 
assuming a double role in emphasizing the importance of communication in the struggles of social 
movements and communication as a specific theme, within a restrictive and excluding system, which 
inhibits an effective participation in its production process. On the one hand, communication 
democratization means to put in evidence what is vital about this activity, that is, claiming the original 
dimension of dialogue and horizontality of communication, the idea of fighting for the human right to 
communication is directly related to the mobilization of both those who seek to exercise it more 
directly in practice - activists and journalists, for example - as also involve the expansion of this right to
those who are able to do so, in other words, society as a whole. History shows that there are many 
places yet to be conquered, if considered the full and non-hierarchical involvement of people and 
organizations (LIMA, 2012).

In respect to cultural diversity, in addition to national and international legislation, communication, 
media and information are taken into consideration, articulating classic and critical concepts about 
culture (ALBORNOZ, TRINIDAD-LEIVA, 2019; EAGLETON, 2000). Understanding culture as a 
human right it is possible to understand how culture, media and entertainment concentration can 
interfere in the society and also how people can react and demand democratization (CHAUÍ, 2008). 
Technological changes and their impacts on society can be understood through the importance of 
digitalization and its appropriation by organizations and social groups or even, as Michael Wolff 
pointed out (2015), broadcasting television as a new and updated platform in the digital age.

As verified by Othon Jambeiro (2000:15), “State continues to have a strong presence in all regulatory 
processes […], but the power of national and international media conglomerates in regulating, 
operating and programming the sector is growing”. How to understand why the State does not act and 
avoids media concentration? How to ignore the current picture of media concentration?

It is necessary to update the demand for connections between Culture and Communication, which 
arises as a fundamental need for the proposal of this research, based on bibliographic and documental 
investigation, which first seeks to characterize the political-economic and socio-cultural scope of the 
current scenario, then identifies achievements and limits related to Culture, Communication and their 
connections and, finally, it presents perspectives for the formulation and implementation of public 
policies committed to Communication and Culture as human rights, articulated with the affirmation of 
other rights (LINDGREN-ALVES, 2018; VEGA-MONTIEL, 2012).
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Abstract

This article presents a comparative study of media policies in Chile and Mexico as members of the 
Pacific Alliance agreement, using media clientelism as an articulating concept, assuming that it takes a 
particular form in the neoliberal countries of the continent. For this, five dimensions are compared: a) 
decrees and the implementation of laws; b) distribution and allocation of broadcasting licenses; c) anti-
concentration measures; d) official advertising expenditure and; e) governance and financing of public 
media. The results suggest that the institutional structures and inertia that became entrenched under the 
Chilean dictatorship, still perpetuate today a clientelistic relationship between the political system and 
the media, which is reflected in the government’s media policies. In Mexico, despite the progress made 
in the institutional regulatory design and implementation of media policies, these remain in a state of 
tension between thecontinuance of clientelist practices and a deepening of democracy.
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Abstract

Decades of neoliberal policy reforms have limited the scope of public service media provisions in New 
Zealand, even under ostensibly progressive governments. Radio New Zealand receives direct funding 
while Television New Zealand is state-owned but commercially operated. However, the majority of 
state funding for media is distributed through the NZ On Air contestable fund (to support local 
television and music content as well as some regional news).

The intensification of competition stemming from digital intermediaries has disrupted the value chains 
and business models of traditional mass media and intensified commercial sector demands for this 
funding. Meanwhile, the new Minister of Broadcasting’s plan to investigate options for merging RNZ 
and TVNZ into a multi-platform public media operation has led to objections that the government was 
propping up the public sector while allowing the commercial sector to fail.

The government’s response to the 2020 pandemic was to rapidly implement national lockdown, which 
saw a sharp decline in advertising spend (estimated to be between 30-50%). The commercial media 
sector’s warnings of impending doom were further amplified by the decision of Bauer group to 
summarily cease publication of all its NZ magazines, including long-established titles like The 
Listener, Metro, and North & South.

The government announced that it would implement two media rescue packages to off-set the risk of 
further casualties. However, beyond the contestable funding model for local content, there was no 
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established policy framework or mechanism for extending support to the commercial media sector. 
This raises some important questions about the norms/principles and outcomes underpinning state 
support for the commercial media sector and the potential impact on the scope of public media policy 
options.

The Ministry for Culture & Heritage hosted a series of workshops with the media sector in which a 
variety of different subsidy mechanisms were debated. In the event, the first tranche of support came in 
the modest form of advance purchasing of advertising from government departments and deferrals of 
spectrum license payments for broadcasters. The second tranche never eventuated as New Zealand 
came out of lockdown although calls for support have continued.

However, these developments have had two significant normative policy implications. Firstly, the 
government has indicated its willingness to extend special consideration to the commercial media 
sector over and above the Covid support measures extended to other businesses. This presupposes that 
commercial media function to provide some form of public/merit good value over and above the public
media sector.

Secondly, these developments have diverted policy attention away from TVNZ-RNZ amalgamation 
programme and arguably altered the premises upon which further funding support might be 
legitimately extended to any new public media entity. The government will doubtless be sensitized to 
the argument that further subsidy of public media unfairly privileges them over their commercial rivals.

Adopting a critical institutionalist framework, and drawing on analysis of previously unreleased cabinet
papers, this paper will analyse the stakeholder interests in play and consider how far the perceived need
to support the commercial sector risks compromising public service media provisions in New Zealand.
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Abstract

The paper analyzes the structure of Clarín Group, its consolidation and diversification process in the 
Argentine market, with special focus on the political, regulatory, economic, technological and cultural 
dimensions. The article addresses the structure of the main communication group in Argentina, Clarín 
Group, through the analysis of its corporate structure and the aspects that contributed to its expansion 
throughout its history: regulatory policies, economics and cultural dimension. The different stages of 
growth of the Group correspond to the political history of Argentina in the last decades, in which the 
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incidence of Clarín Group in the definition of sectorial policies was increasing along with its revenues 
and activities.

Clarín Group is the main communications conglomerate in Argentina, both for revenues and for 
territorial coverage and for its impact on audiences and users, since it exceeds 25% of all information 
consumption in traditional media and its shareholders own the main Telecommunications and 
connectivity company in the country. It has a dominant position in the press industry; is associated with
the State in the production of paper for printing newspapers; publishes magazines; participates in film 
productions; as well as leads the audience in the radio industry, it has one of the two main broadcast 
networks and the largest pay TV system in the country, as well as various audiovisual channels. In 
2017, its shareholders acquired one of the two most important telecommunications companies in the 
country, which allowed it to enter in the fixed and mobile telecom market and increase even more its 
participation in broadband (MOM, 2019).

In this scenario, Clarín Group stands as a key player in the communication and information market, 
with great capacity to influence the policy and regulation of the system.

The consolidation process of Clarín Group was promoted during different stages of Argentine history 
from 1945, especially during the last dictatorship (1976-1983), to 2019 (Sivak, 2013; Mochkofsky, 
2011; Mastrini y Becerra, 2006; Rossi, 2005; Albornoz y Hernández, 2005).

Until 2008, the different governments were receptive to the demands of the Group. But that 
relationship had a turning point during the governments of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner (2007-
2015). The conflict materialized in the process of discussion and subsequent enactment of the Law on 
Audiovisual Communication Services in October 2009.

The beginning of Mauricio Macri´s Presidency in December 2015 marked the end of the political cycle 
that began in 2003 with Nestor Kirchner and continued by Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner. Macri 
dismantled the political and regulatory framework designed in the previous government.Thus, Clarín 
Group found in the new government an important support that resulted in a series of policy measures 
focused on “convergence” and “competition” as policy guidelines (Bizberge, 2019; MOM, 2019).

Considering this context, the aim of the paper is to analyze Clarin´s Group structure and political, 
regulaory, economics and cultural dimensions. As specific objectives standout the study of it strategies 
for growth and the development of new business lines guided by technological and social changes.
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Abstract

In recent years, numbers of internet platforms have been encouraging online content producers to join 

in content industry intermediaries named Multi-Channel Network（MCN）. MCN companies have 
become an important force in selecting and organizing online content producers, promoting 
professional production and accelerating content monetization. Existing studies on MCN mainly focus 
on its organizational role in promoting “formalization” (Ramon L, 2016) and monetization (Burgess J, 
2013 & 2015; Vonderau P, 2016) of content production, and see MCNs’  investments from traditional 
media as an imitation of traditional media profit model (Holt J & Sanson K, eds. ,2013; Cunningham 
S., Craig D. , & Silver J. , 2016; Kim J, 2012) . However, in this paper, five Chinese internet platforms 
(Weibo, Tik Tok, KuaiShou, WeChat, YingKe Live) and five MCN intermediaries (including interviews
with 15 MCN managers/content producers) have been investigated and the results are different.

The study shows that the platforms have played a dominant and constructive role in the birth, the 
expanding, the competition, and the centralization of MCNs. Meanwhile, instead of returning to the 
profiting model of traditional media, the internet platforms have acquired higher capability to absorb 
resources from traditional news media, by changing the professional norms of the latter, free usage of 
their original content and attracting media group investments. In conclusion, taking the advantage of 
algorithms and capital acquisition, large platforms can swiftly establish profit mechanisms like MCNs, 
and enhance their power to allocate media labor and capital.

However, MCN is not the end of platform content economy, but only a temporary tool for the platforms
to resolve their current commercial difficulties. Once a more efficient organizational mechanism or a 
better profit model emerges, MCN is bound to be altered or abandoned. This dynamic 
institutionalization advantage of platforms is so low-cost and flexible that no traditional media, which 
are characterized by high-cost, rigid patterns, weakly automation, can compete with. In fact, it is the 
dynamic institutionalization based on algorithms and capital tools that has enabled these platforms to 
keep pace with the novel commercial profit model.
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Abstract

This paper examines the transactional features on the popular mobile social media app Snapchat to 
describe how mobile social media act as an interface between culture and commerce. In particular, we 
examine Snapchat’s extensive Augmented Reality (AR) features which its parent company, Snap, Inc., 
has been developing and investing in heavily since 2014. Snapchat Lenses, an in-app feature which 
layers graphics and designs over real-world objects when viewed through a smartphone’s camera, are 
the most popular and visible of these AR experiences.

While Lenses are often associated with features that augment users’ faces in their photos by overlaying 
graphics through facial tracking, other AR features on Snapchat can identify and interact with object 
and environments. These Lenses power a feature called “Snapchat Scan” which, as we detail, makes it 
easier to incorporate e-commerce opportunities into the app, particularly since Snap initiated a 
partnership with online retail giant Amazon in 2018. For example, using Snapchat Scan, users can point
their smartphone camera at any object or barcode and the app, using Amazon’s ‘machine vision tech’, 
will identify the item and, if available, both layer product information and pricing over the object and 
allow the user to purchase it from Amazon—all without leaving the Snapchat app.

Incorporating Bratton’s (2014) conceptualisation of the “app as interface” as a framework, we argue 
that Snapchat Lenses ultimately make it possible to turn any environment or, crucially, any social 
interaction into a advertising or sales opportunity in a way that relies less on the “performative 
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authenticity” of social media influencers (SMIs) popular on apps such as Instagram and more on the 
“native” authenticity of the user’s environmental and interpersonal interactions.

We situate this interface analysis within a larger political economic context, informed by industry data 
and corporate communications, to demonstrate how mobile social media platforms such as Snapchat 
play a unique role in monetizing personal data and context awareness through their development of 
“transactional affordances”, a term we develop to understand new features that allow users to connect 
to economic exchange. We conclude by arguing that the contextual commerce these phenomena entail 
constitute the basis for a broader “transactional culture” in which digital social media and related 
content will increasingly come with a “buy now” feature.
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Abstract

Históricamente, desde la Economía Política de la Información, la Comunicación y la Cultura (EPICC) 
se enfatizó el estudio de los vínculos que el Estado entabla con los actores del ecosistema de medios. 
Sin embargo, no nos hemos ocupado por igual de todos ellos, ni hemos trabajado con igual interés en 
todos los frentes. La agenda argentina, al menos, se centró fuertemente en los estudios sobre estructura 
de propiedad, concentración, convergencia y regulaciones de los sectores lucrativos del audiovisual y 
más tarde de las telcos, lo cual resultó crucial a la hora de pensar en políticas de comunicación en clave
de derechos humanos habida cuenta de las asimetrías e irregularidades que allí se constataron. También
se trabajó en historia político-económica de las políticas de comunicación y en la línea de la sociología 
del derecho respecto de los avances y regresiones en materia de Derechos a la Comunicación. Sin 
embargo, todo lo referido a sector no lucrativo info-comunicacional, aun cuando fue aludido como 
parte del problema de las exclusiones persistentes, no llegó a ser abordado en claves propiamente 
económicas hasta no hace mucho tiempo (Monje, 2020). Es decir, existió una deuda, una demora tal 
vez, en poder leer desde estas claves a los actores de la economía social y solidaria, a los actores 
comunitarios, indígenas, alternativos, cooperativos. Quizás los aludimos priorizando reivindicaciones 
más urgentes como su legalidad para emitir, anulada por décadas en las regulaciones argentinas, quizás 
sólo los interpelamos desde claves culturalistas identificando allí con más claridad sus proyectos 
políticos y comunitarios, o tal vez sin arriesgar miradas oblicuas elegimos no mirar lo que también era 
una dimensión constitutiva a la hora de pensar las disputas en el mercado info-comunicacional 
convergente, esto es sus modos de sustentabilidad, sus proyectos de desarrollo, las necesarias 
regulaciones asimétricas que requerían para sobrevivir y, más cerca en el tiempo, los proyectos de 
articulación que los colocaron en una situación de disputa por el desarrollo de proyectos de 
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convergencia enunciada desde condiciones de subalternidad persistentes. Por este motivo tal vez, 
interrogando a las preguntas por el poder que siempre nos hicimos, buscamos indagar en el territorio de
una economía política de la comunicación popular, para comprender desde la EPICC, las tramas en la 
que se montan los proyectos de comunicación/cultura que se gestan en los sectores populares, 
comunitarios, cooperativos, alternativos, indígenas y todos aquellos que se constituyen desde las 
asimetrías y la subalternidad, en una disputa simbólica y material por un tipo de orden o una 
transformación social (García Canclini, 1987). Reconocemos importantes antecedentes en trabajos de 
colegas que han indagado durante los últimos años en este territorio en construcción (Vinelli, 2014, 
2019; Becerra, 2018, Segura, 2018 y 2019; Kejval 2018, Baladrón, 2018, Linares, 2018, Siragusa 2019,
RICCAP, 2019). En efecto, aun cuando no existe abundante información económica producida en torno
al sector no lucrativo en su conjunto podemos consignar trabajos que han buscado leer en clave de la 
EPICC a estos actores en el marco de lo que nombramos en nuestras investigaciones como 
convergencia periférica.
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Abstract

Over the past decade, a discourse about the global-local power of Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple 
and Microsoft (or, the “GAFAM”) has grown in the United States and around the world. GAFAM are 
commonly described as the world’s most powerful corporations, and are seen as using and abusing that 
power for selfish ends that amplify structural inequality and oppression. While much is said about 
GAFAM’s power, what often goes without saying is what is meant by it. GAFAM seem omnipresent 
and perhaps omnipotent, but what is “power” and how do GAFAM possess or operationalize it? When 
GAFAM’s power is posited without explanation, it becomes opaque. This paper aims to clarify the 
extent and quality of GAFAM’s power by theorizing and illustrating GAFAM’s economic, political and
cultural power with some current data and exempla. To this end, the paper conceptualizes and 
empirically demonstrates GAFAM’s: 1) structural power (ownership and control of capital resources 
and resource allocation, and influence on State decisions about public law, policy and regulation); and, 
2) relational power (governing with tactics of persuasion and coercion to get subjects to act in 
concordance with preferred ends). While this paper’s framework for apprehending GAFAM’s power is 
not prescriptive, it suggests that neo-Marxian and neo-Foucauldian conceptualizations of power, though
different, can be brought together in a complimentary way. In this regard, the paper forwards a political
economy of communications and cultural studies approach to GAFAM’s global-local power, and this 
may be useful to assessing the limits and possibilities of global-local forms of resistance to it.
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Abstract

The communication will deal with the issues addressed in the book Grupo Prisa: Media Power in 
Contemporary Spain (2020), written by Luis A. Albornoz, Ana I. Segovia and Núria Almiron, and 
published by Routledge in its Global Media Giants series.

This paper introduces for the first time to an English-speaking audience a comprehensive and concise 
approach to the political, economic and social-cultural profile of one of the leading cross-media 
conglomerates in Europe. Today, Prisa is the world’s leading Spanish and Portuguese-language media 
group in the creation and distribution of content in the fields of culture, education, and information with
global brands like El País (newspaper), Los 40 (radio) or Santillana (education).

From a financial and economic perspective, Grupo Prisa has certainly been the largest and most 
influential Spanish pure media conglomerate since the 1980s. The paper summarizes the more 
important media investments made by the company through its expansion years (1984–2007), as well 
as the main asset disinvestments undertook after the 2008 financial crisis. It will give an overview of 
the company, divided into business areas, the major ones: Education-Publishing, Radio, and News 
(Press). Grupo Prisa’s financial data, market share and corporate strategies are reviewed, including an 
analysis of its revenues, net results, and financial debt.

In fact, the history of this powerful conglomerate is marked by the success of its companies and by 
processes of diversification and internationalization of activities. But also, a history noticeable by a 
recent and very severe financial crisis from which Prisa has not yet fully recovered. In this regard, the 
author of the paper tries to answer how a conglomerate that accumulated a debt of more than 5 billion 
euros could have survived. The reply probably lies in the fact that Prisa is part of the Spanish 
establishment and which has a special projection in the Latin American region. Prisa, in its eagerness to
reinvent itself, tackles the third decade of the twenty-first century in the hands of banks and non-
Spanish institutional investors and with a majority of its income coming from Latin American markets. 
While on the economic front the immediate goal is to make the company’s financial structure more 
efficient and improve its debt levels, on the strategic front Prisa aims to provide its outlets with 
credibility and quality educational content.
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Zambia’s external debt has been rising dramatically, when a new government regime came into office 
following general elections in 2011 from a recorded total of US3.5 billion then to US14.4 billion in 
2018, prompting the International Monetary Fund (IMF) declaring Zambia among the 18 sub-Saharan 
countries at high risk of debt distress (IMF and World Bank, 2019). Zambia’s own Ministry of Finance 
pegs the amount at US11.2 billion in 2019 (Ministry of Finance, 2019). The exact figures have been 
subject of debates with some insisting the amounts may be much higher than estimates from both the 
government and the Brent woods institutions. The Economist has since labelled Zambia a case study on
how not to run an economy. Therefore, using Critical Political Economy of Media, this paper 
investigates the relationship between media ownership and news content to ascertain how the media in 
Zambia reports on the country’s national debt. Preliminary findings identify two main media ownership
models in Zambia distinguished between privately owned media and state-owned media noting that the 
way a media is owned in Zambia contributes strongly to how it reports. From a content analysis of 72 
articles published between 2017 – 2019 by the privately owned News Diggers newspaper and the state-
owned Zambia Daily Mail, the research shows how Zambia’s privately owned media report more on 
debt or the economy and less favourably as compared to the state media who report less on the 
economic issues, with most of their coverage being favourable to the state. Furthermore, drawing on 
three filters of the Edward S. Herman and Noam Chomsky’s propaganda model as a theoretical 
framework, the paper attempts to place the political economy of media to an African context indicating 
that the way the media are owned, funded and operate in Africa is not the same as compared to western 
countries. This would suggest that to fully apply political economy of media in an African setting one 
ought to consider regional and contextual settings that include among others censorship, licensing, 
advertising, environment and business.
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The presentation aims to identify and analyze the main socio-economic trends that characterize Vivendi
and have oriented its development and evolution. It therefore focuses on industrial, financial, 
globalization and public policy issues in the sectors in which Vivendi operates, in particular recorded 
music, pay television, publishing, video games, advertising and telecommunications.

Formerly the world’s second largest entertainment company, in 2020 Vivendi is now only a global 
player in recorded music, via Universal Music Group, the world leader in recorded music production 
and the most important French player in the cultural industries. It deploys important strategies outside 
of France - on a transnational scale via UMG – and in national markets, such as Italy (related to 
telecommunications and the audiovisual sector) or various European and African countries. Between 
the logics of industrial convergence and financialization, Vivendi's trajectory is representative of the 
evolution experienced by the cultural industries and ICT sectors over the past three decades.

The proposal will be structured in four parts.

The first part, devoted to the history of the company, will analyze how from heterogeneous components
and for some dating from the XIXth century was built under the impetus of the political authorities a 
national industrial champion who was supposed to defend the cultural industries. and French media on 
a transnational scale. This company nevertheless quickly distanced itself from the French public 
authorities to become one of the important speculative stocks before the stock market crash of the early
2000s, the world number two in media and entertainment whose industrial project consisted of 
importing American content in Europe.

The second part, focusing on the economic profile, will show how Vivendi today arbitrates between its 
long-term industrial development strategies in a few key sectors such as recorded music, audiovisual or
books and short-term speculative purchasing stocks. and asset resales. The issues raised by 
platformization and streaming for Vivendi will also be studied. These issues are very differentiated 
according to the business segment.

The third part dedicated to the political profile will focus on the ambiguities of Vivendi's position, both 
a key player in the French so-called cultural exception policy, particularly in the film industry, and a 
globalized private player seeking to influence public policies so that they bring the company 
advantages but not constraints. In this regard, Vivendi's strategy is emblematic of the relations of both 
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connivance and opposition between actors of capitalism and the State in France.

The fourth part on the cultural profile will show how the content produced by Vivendi reflects both a 
srategy to produce content that maximizes the financial profitability of the company but also to 
influence the public space and the political sphere, including to defend better the complex interests of 
Vivendi's main shareholder, the Bolloré group, which is itself a player closely linked to the public 
authorities in France but also in French-speaking Africa.

The analysis of the links woven by Vivendi between finance, culture, politics and globalization will 
anchor the presentation in the approaches of the political economy of communication.
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With the advent of digital technologies in the last two decades, intermediaries like Google and 
Facebook have become a critical part of everyday life. The online content providers are carefully 
positioning themselves to multi-layer agencies like users, clients, advertisers, and policymakers, 
strategically to pursue profits, strike a regulatory sweet spot between legislative benefits and 
obligations like the public interest. Poverty has not only been considered a critical global problem but 
has once been a prominent issue in the Chinese political agenda from the 1970s. With the continuous 
development of China's ICT industry, the internet has truly become the most convenient way of 
communication to reach all parts of the state, digital platforms function as a meeting ground for both 
the business ambitions of internet companies and the poverty alleviation expectation of the Chinese 
authorities. Kuaishou, a Chinese short video platform, has accomplished perfect results for stimulating 
ordinary people from urban roots and poor countryside using webcast function.

This case study focuses on the initiative of internet companies in the formation of dynamic 
relationships between key constituencies through their practical projects. Current researches have 
focused on the contours of digital platforms, multisided platform markets, the distribution power of 
platforms, the affordance of platforms, and immaterial labor issues of both producers and end-users. 
Previous research shed light on generic platform mechanics mostly through technology, business, or 
user perspective within the Western context, but little is known about how intermediaries, as the core 
agency, actively establish and maintain the network of both government and public relationships in 
some practices about public benefit especially in the Chinese context.
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The study will follow the framework of Latour’s Actor-Network Theory(ANT), which is how human 
and non-human agency works corporately to establish the relation network to maximize multiple 
interests. Based on 5 months of participant observation in a project about poverty alleviation conducted
by Kuaishou and in-depth interviews with internal staff, this research attempts to give more vivid 
elaboration of how core agency(for example internal staff in the project, algorithm, and data) recruit 
stakeholders(for example local government official, successful live streamers, and commercial brands) 
and negotiate in the network of the project under the “politically correct” poverty alleviation discourse.

This study argues that public benefit projects operated by internet companies are based on user 
attributes of platforms and needed to find a guarantee from the "correct" political discourse, especially 
in the Chinese context. They do have positive social effects, but the significance of these practices also 
aims strategically to two kinds of relationships: the relationship between digital platforms and local 
government, and more importantly the relationship with loyal users. Platforms can obtain users’ 
"emotional benefits" besides the benefit of affirmation and priority from local government and social 
credibility from the public. Both relationships are considered to achieve the ambition of the expansion 
of platformization.
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In his book The Procrastination Economy, Ethan Tussey argues that media companies are able to 
leverage mobile technologies to “monetize our in-between moments” (Tussey, 2018). Tussey’s study 
elaborates on the ways a range of mobile-enabled devices have enabled corporate profit to extend into 
broader reaches of our lives. The increasing centrality of mobile technologies is, in fact, just one tendril
of a ways that increasingly concentrated media industries have been able to render increasing amounts 
of our time into profit. The move to convert the private, the in-between, the individual into capital is, in
fact, one of the key industrial strategies available to media companies in the post-Fordist economy. 
Because media and information industries are key components of the post-Fordist industrial formation, 
they are natural places to look for new strategies to heighten productivity.. This paper examines the 
development of gamification as an example of this type of productivity management. It examines the 
relationship between digital technologies and labor as well as the nature of labor in demonstrate how 
gamification extends and alters those relationships.

As it is typically defined, gamification is “the use of elements and techniques from game design in non-
game contexts” (Kim and Erbach, 2016). Gamification might include trying to create competition in 
situations where it isn’t normally found or awarding points, badges, or other rewards for particular 
behaviors. What is left unspoken in that definition is that definition is that these behaviors are typically 
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to the benefit of capital. Put another way, gamification is a method that recontextualizes the value of 
play as a space for enjoyment, instruction, or catharsis, reimagining it as a mechanism for producing 
(economic) value. For this reason, gamification is often talked about as a practice focused on increasing
productivity, and, as such, a number of critiques of it have focused on the ways in which gamification 
is deployed on workers. Typically the value produced is immaterial in nature – data and its flow – 
rather than material resources. While there has been considerable work done focusing on video games’ 
use of immaterial labor, this paper argues that gamification marks a significant change because it 
allows that immaterial labor to happen at different times and in different places even as what it 
produces can be reconfigured and used to advance a range of productive goals.
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Abstract

Cyber security management is progressively becoming one of the significant challenges that China has 
encountered since the establishment of network back in the 1980s. Illegal message, disinformation, 
fake news etc. has sprung up on the Internet as the accelerating network popularization and emergence 
of netizens, thus may endanger the governmental or societal stability in China. Chinese government has
established numerous departments in order to implement supervision and control over illegal content 
on the Internet. However, bureaucracy has derived from huge and complex Internet censorship due to 
China’s own Party-State system. Each bureaucratic system operates independently but is responsible 
for similar job duties. Thus, the core issue of this study is: “What work content does internet censorship
mainly involve? How does every system coordinate, allocate work or cooperate with each other? Is 
there overlapping or gap between regulatory power?

The purpose of this study was to determine the mode of China’s Internet censorship in differentiating 
between three regulatory authorities belonging to different bureaucratic systems, namely “Office of the 
Central cyberspace Affairs Commission” affiliated to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
China, “National Office Against Pornographic and Illegal Publications” subordinated to the Publicity 

Department and the “Cyber Security Department” under Political and Legal system，Ministry of 
Public Security.

This study explores the existence of Path Dependence and institutional change in the evolution of 
China's internet regulators, utilizing the Historical Institutionalism of New-Institutionalism, trying to 
interpret the panorama of current regulators.
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This article first sorts out the organizational change of each regulatory institute, and concludes with 
analysis of responsibility and co-opetition relationship between regulators with Secondary Data 
Analysis and Document Analysis. Research materials are mainly from governmental work reports 
published on the websites of various regulatory institutes and historical documents collected by the 
author. The study analyzes work contents, working methods and cooperative institutes whereby 
eliciting how different regulatory institutes coordinate and cooperate.

This study found that Internet Censorship include: 1.Cross-system coordination and leadership; 
2.Network intelligence gathering capabilities; 3.Internet law enforcement capabilities; 4.Ability to 
investigate and arrest crimes; 5.Ability to promote and guide public opinion.

Of all the included systems, the Office of the Central Cyberspace Affairs Commission has the most 
powerful network governance power and ability, and it possesses four of the above features, but lacks 
the ability to investigate and arrest crimes. The National Office Against Pornographic and Illegal 
Publications has the least regulation power among the three institutes mentioned above, because it only 
has cross-system leadership and promotional ability, whereas lacking the essential network 
management capabilities, therefore it has to rely on the other two institutes to complete its job duties. 
The Cyber Security Department under the Ministry of public security does not have strong cross-
system leadership or promotional ability compared to the other two institutes, but it has powerful 
internet law enforcement and crime detection capabilities whereby majority of their job duties are 
either nominated by other institutes or its own direct disposal of illegal incidents.
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Abstract

Post-apartheid South Africa continues to face persistent high levels of inequality that is racialised, 
classified and gendered. At the heart of this problem is lack of access to proper housing, clean drinking 
water, education and healthcare. In most South African cities, the poor live in overcrowded places such 
as hostels, township houses and informal settlements where there are no basic amenities (see 
Huchzermeyer 2002). This makes it difficult to adhere to the World Health Organisation’s basic 
disciplines against coronavirus (Covid-19) such as handwashing with soap, maintaining physical 
distance and avoiding crowded places.

South Africa’s commercial media plays a crucial role in the coverage of the Covid-19 outbreak. During 
the pandemic, media disseminates information that often influences the public’s behavior. But it is also 
highlights the plight of the marginalised. Although many scholars have demonstrated that this media 
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foregrounds the importance of socio-economic issues and recognise the voice of the marginalised (see 
Chiumbu et al. 2016), on ideological issues it has been found to propagate, interpret and legitimise neo-
liberal economic policies (Kariithi and Kareithi 2007).

Therefore, this paper investigates the coverage of the plight of the poor living in townships and 
informal settlements during the Covid-19 pandemic. The extent of the evolution of coverage from the 
first to the second wave will help comprehend the representation of the poor and the framing of socio-
economic issues. To achieve this objective, stories from the top five online media in South Africa 
(News24, M&G, SowetanLive, The Citizen and Daily Maverick) between March – April 2020 (first 
wave) and December 2020 – January 2021 (second wave) will be sampled and analysed.

Given the conditions under which the media operates, a combination of critical political economy and 
framing analysis will be employed. The media often adopts the frames provided by their sources but 
equally reporters adopt and develop frames (Morissan, Abdul Wahab, Siang, & Cahyowati 2020). 
Personal values and ideology of reporters may sometimes influence their framing judgement 
(Callaghan and Schnell 2001).

In the context of such enduring poverty, the media has a strategic role to play in eradication of poverty. 
In the final analysis, the paper will argue the importance of the alternative decommodified media to 
balance the global capitalist hegemony which influences commercial media’s framing of socio-
economic issues, especially in the time of crisis.
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Abstract

Scholarship within the political economy of communication tradition has generally focused on an 
analysis of media corporations, including their business operations, control over communication 
resources, and analyses of the power these corporations hold within the broader media industry 
(Birkinbine, Gómez, and Wasko, 2017; Mosco, 2009; Wasko, 1982). Moreover, political economic 
scholarship also focuses on the overall structure of the media industry, and highlights trends toward 
consolidation and concentration (Arsenault & Castells, 2008; Bagdikian, 2004). However, there is also 
a long tradition within political economy as well as sociological research of analyzing Boards of 
Directors and interlocking directorates as a measure of corporate power and shared class interest 
(Freedman, 2014; Burris, 2005; An & Jin, 2004; Mizruchi, 1996; Hall, 1986). Such analyses can 
illuminate a broader network of shared interests and can, to a certain degree, help in understanding 
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certain initiatives undertaken by the corporation. To that end, and particularly in light of recent mergers 
and acquisitions in the media industry, this paper presents a network analysis of interlocking 
directorates among the largest firms in the media, information, and technology industries. The findings 
highlight the current interlocking directorates between media, information, and technology firms, 
including ties to other financial institutions and government agencies. Furthermore, we also present 
data on historical ties (i.e., cases where current board members previously held positions at other 
organizations). In our view, these historical links are equally important to capture in an analysis 
because they also illuminate, in certain cases, the “revolving door” between industry and the 
government agencies that regulate those industries.
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Abstract

The paper deals with digital communicative capitalization as the crucial social-economical process of 
the era of communicative abundance and hyper-connectivity. People and organizations as Internet users
are considered as digital actors, which are more or less active online to get what can be described as 
«digital communicative capital».

The authors refer to established understanding of social capital by P. Bourdieu, as well as ones 
developed in the wide range of scientific works on digitalization and critical theory of Internet (J. Dean,
K.-X. Faucher, C. Fuchs, L. Jiang, B. Nixon, S. Park, M. Ragnedda, Y. Zhang, and others). Based on 
them, the authors propose their own working definition of “digital communicative capital”, that should 
be considered as the actor’s virtual potential to extract material and immaterial benefits from 
undertaking social, cultural, political, or economic activities while being online.

The authors claim that from the one side every digital actor is an investor of her or his main non-
renewable resource — a digitally mediated attention. If the actors don’t invest sufficiently, they miss 
the plenty of opportunities offered by global SNS (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, TikTok, or Telegram).
If the actors are active enough, they get a chance of using their time and attention to get information, 
knowledge, or digital recognition (in the form of likes, followers, total views etc.), which might be 
monetized or converted into other immaterial forms of offline social capital. For organizations, that 
means the new kind of costs to be made for getting a possibility to successfully promote their products 
and relate with their publics.

From the other side, aforementioned platforms and other major actors operating within and with the 
support of them (celebrities, NGOs, MNCs, media conglomerates governmental officials, and 
propaganda agents) concentrate this attention and make minor actors more dependent on facilities they 
offer and an agenda they set. That can be considered as “attention exploitation”, the situation in which
digital inequality supplements political, social, or cultural one. It is exacerbated by the stress-inducing 
logic of digital capital investment embodied in the fast-paced and unpredictable mediatization of local 
and global incidents and the dissemination of emotionally charged content, such as hyper-partisan or 
blatantly fake news and conspiracy theories.

The authors apply the model of digital communicative capital investment to Russian digital 
environment. There are many prominent actors making an impact on social and political dynamics via 
online channels. One can consider pro-government and anti-government opinion leaders confronting 
each other on Facebook, Twitter oriented social activists, popular video bloggers on YouTube, and 
media celebrities trying to cover as many platforms as they can. All of them use their attention and the 
attention of their audiences to capitalize on the turbulent and controversial media agenda of recent 
years (both internal and international).

In the paper the authors analyze cases concerning digital mediatization of political discontent against 
the background of pandemic constraints, economic decline, and civil protests in 2020 and 2021. They 
present results of several empirical studies conducted in such social media sites as VK, YouTube, and 
TikTok.
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Abstract

Presentation

The present paper aims to share the key outputs of the Research and Development project 
“Ciberactivism, Digital Citizenship and New Urban Movements” (CIBERMOV, CSO2016-78386-P), 
funded by the Spanish government and performed from 2016 to 2020, involving a team of researchers 
from several countries (Spain, Portugal, Mexico, Chile and Italy) leaded by the main researcher 
Francisco Sierra Caballero.

The central topic of the project has been the study of the performative uses of social networks, that 
reveal the emergence of both struggles and social remedies which today seem to stem directly from 
imaginative practices of deliberative democracy. The need for new spaces of dialogue embodied by 
social movements such as 15M in Spain or YoSoy132in Mexico also involves new ways of articulating 
public space which, in turn, demand a rigorous rethinking of post-media political communication, 
taking into account the latter’s progression towards a more autonomous, democratic praxis 
characterized by a radical, participative and pluralist stance.

The right to occupy the city, the exercise of citizenship itself, as well as the right to good governance 
are conceived by these new urban movements beyond logics of mere inclusion or cultural socialization.
Rather, these rights are identified as a sort of creative power opening new glocal dynamics which 
attempt to transform capitalism by appropriating the code that sustains diffuse, network-distributed 
resources such as the Internet. In this context, defining public policies clearly that contribute towards 
greater levels of democratization and towards open government formulas through New Technologies of
Information and Communication (NTIC) remains a key strategic challenge, as recognized by public 
authorities and international institutions.

Main Goals

The project has aimed to:

1. Contribute both new knowledge on the strategies behind participatory democracy and media 
activist practices, as well as in-depth case studies of good governance and public policies.

2. Shed some light on a number of innovative factors contributing to communication planning for 
local development in processes characterized by the use of ICT involving civil society.
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3. Analyze systematically such processes to reveal new forms of organization and production of 
social reality.

4. Define research methodologies for participatory and collaborative citizenship in the design and 
planning of public policies for the strengthening of democracy.

Methodology

The project has carried out a quantitative and qualitative methodological approach, which has 
combined:

• On-line survey on experiences, techniques, contents and participation processes.

• In-depth interviews with activists and participants in the different movements analyzed.

• Social network analysis and data visualization.

• Discourse analysis and signification.

Keywords

Digital citizenship; Ciberactivism; Citizen Participation; Participatory Democracy; Local Development;
Media Activism.
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Abstract

In China, state-constructed ICTs collaborates with communication enterprises and media to expand the 
trend of neoliberalism in China (Qiu et al., 2014). Traditional workers passively receive and use digital 
channels, in the process of which their way of being is transformed (Qiu, 2018). Information have-less 
is proposed by Cartier et al. (2005) to refer to intermediate group (e.g., migrant workers) having gained
access to ICTs, but only to low and medium-end ICTs due to lack of capital and power. It is used to 
argue against the traditional binary division between have and not-have in the digital divide 
perspective.

With the metaphor of "platform society" emerging (Van Dijck, 2018), The infrastructuralisation of 
digital platforms such as Alipay, WeChat and Kwai (Kloet, 2019) has shaped the trend of the Chinese 
network society. In particular, the widespread use of algorithms has reinforced the penetration of 
platforms in all areas of life. However, few studies have focused on what this means for the current 
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information have-less and for the working class (as breeding ground of information have-less). Our 
research questions are 1) How can we determine the current state of information have-less and the 
working class in China? 2) How has the working class fought for benefits and empowerment in a 
platformization network society?

A mixed research approach was used to answer our research questions. Quantitative historical analysis 
on public data was adopted for RQ1, and for RQ2, a combination of netnography (Kozinets, 2010) and 
critical discourse analysis (CDA) was used. We chose one of the most well-known digital platforms in 
China, Kwai, and inspired by the circuits of labor model (Qiu et al., 2014), to target a sample of 
migrant workers' accounts on the platform in order to analyze their content production, performance 
management and action strategies.

We propose the concept of the information have-more in dialogue with the information have-less 
(Cartier et al., 2005) to generalize the newly emerging working class on digital platforms. The 
preliminary research notes the self-awareness and initiative presented by a segment of traditional 
information have-less. They actively learn and adapt to digital media, mastering the rules and skills of 
digital platforms in ways such as algorithmic gossip (Bishop, 2019) more than the average person in 
order to seek greater visibility. In the process, they are switching from material labor to creativity-
driven immaterial labor. They stand for individual or small group interests and try to become digital 
entrepreneurs in order to make economic capital. Further, the image of the working-class profession is 
redrawn through romanticisation.

The research uses the "information have-more" to focus on the dynamic process of change for a section
of the working class in the platform economics. It also emphasizes that the shift from "less" to "more" 
remains within the framework of algorithmic critical studies and is not a real shift in class power 
relations. The research provides a theoretical contribution to the new practices of the working class in 
the digital platforms, while further calling attention to the intermediate group of the digital divide.
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Abstract

The globalization of digital service providers (DSPs), such as Spotify, that supply streamed music has 
triggered series of transformative dynamics in the areas of production, distribution and exhibition. It 
has also impacted other related areas such as copyright management, piracy and advertising. This paper
examines the emergence of regional DSPs and the expansion of global players into the Middle East 
market. This region is particularly attractive because of its multi-cultural and multi-linguistic 
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Generation Z with its high interest in local and global music. This paper analyzes the Middle East 
streaming market with a focus on various business models. Unlike traditional media, the platform 
economy and streaming is largely based around advertising (freemium) or subscription (premium) 
models. In the case of the Middle East, as with most of the Global South, the implementation of such 
models are further complicated by levels of credit card penetration, internet access and bandwidth, 
widespread piracy, and an overall reluctance to pay for content. The latter is particularly interesting as 
streaming services seem to be succeeding where Pay-TV has failed. Such discrepancies and dynamics 
reveal how increasingly the success of DSPs is both techno-cultural and techno-social. It rests on the 
ability to secure and present culturally relevant content but also to appear embedded in the social fabric
of the market. A political economy perspective allows offer insights into industry practices in the 
region, drawing on analysis of trade press, market research, proprietary studies, media artifacts, and the
company’s own media presence.

The paper starts by comparatively examining three case studies: Anghami (my tunes), Deezer and 
Spotify. Launched in 2012, Anghami is the leading regional streaming service with studios and bureaus
across the region and a global headquarters in Abu Dhabi (UAE). The platform built synergies with 
telecommunication companies and developed strong music, video and podcast catalogues. Anghami’s 
first major contenders arrived in 2018, with international companies like Deezer and Spotify officially 
offering streaming services in the Middle East. The French-based Deezer entered with a clear strategy 
to develop its regional catalogue and to forge alliances with existing media conglomerates. Using its 
deep-pockets, Deezer signed an exclusive deal with the region’s largest music publisher, Rotana, and a 
collaboration agreement with the largest TV network, MBC. Both Rotana and MBC were partners of 
Anghami. In contrast, the global market leader, Spotify, only developed few playlists dedicated to the 
region. The analysis then points to differences in strategies which are clearly reflected in the number of 
downloads, user engagement and overall appeal to advertisers, artists and other content providers. Such
analysis paves the way for a critical evaluation of streaming’s potential to curb piracy, expand reach 
and revenue for artists and democratize access to music.
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While public attention has been drawn to the circulation of “fake news” in social media, scholars 
continue ignoring similar but concealed “post-factual” neoliberal era misinformation in the mainstream 
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media. The aim of this presentation is to use intertextual analysis to uncover newspaper representation 
of responsibilisation, the neoliberal drive to induce the jobless, rather than the state, to accept 
‘responsibility and accountability’ for their unemployment and encourage individual obligation to solve
the problem. The making of individuals responsible for tasks which were previously performed by the 
state is the zeitgeist of neoliberalism, yet despite the extensive studies of this economization of the state
—the reduction of the state mandate matched by increased faith in markets—the ‘free’ media’s 
responsibilisation of unemployment in Africa has so far received less than adequate scholarly interest. 
Responsibilisation, as neoliberal governmentality, ignores the structural factors and constructs the 
jobless as actors responsible for the furthering of their human capital: instead of seeking for a state 
solution to unemployment, the jobless are supposed to innovatively nurture their own employability. 
Thus, rather than looking at unemployment as a public issue, the government, through a 
responsibilisation strategy, circumvents the problem by encouraging the affected to act ‘appropriately’ 
so as to get jobs. Thus responsibilisation is part of the technologies of power (Foucault, 1988) through 
which the jobless are made to govern themselves. Guided by this conceptual framework, I proceed to 
use intertextual Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclough, 1992) to reveal newspaper responsibilisation 
of joblessness in Kenya during the initial stages of the Covid19 pandemic. Intertextuality refers to the 
capacity of texts to draw meaning from other texts, implying texts are combinations of multiple voices, 
with some being explicit but others remaining subtle. Intertextual analysis can enable us to trace the 
mixture of different discourses available to text producers and how these varying and sometimes 
contradictory discourses are articulated together to form a single text. Thus, the coverage of 
unemployment by ‘free’ newspapers is not monologic, rather it is a mixture of discourses of state-
welfarism and the neoliberal responsibilisation of joblessness. I conclude by discussing the political 
implications of the responsibilisation as a form of mainstream media ‘misinformation’ that crafts self-
governing neoliberal subjects.

Keywords: neoliberalism, responsibilisation, misinformation, intertextuality, governmentality, 
unemployment,
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Abstract

How does it feel to work as a motorcycle courier in Istanbul, Turkey’s megacity, during the pandemic? 
Based on ongoing fieldwork with delivery workers employed at digital platforms, we investigate 
motorcycle couriers’ everyday lives and feelings with a distinct focus on their attachment to and 
resentment about their working conditions. Our findings indicate that delivery workers are stuck 
between their passion for their motorcycles, the very necessity to make a living, and the physically 
dangerous working conditions that inflict violence on their bodies and souls on a regular basis. On the 
one hand, they feel like they are butterflies, freed from the toil of boring work arrangements thanks to 
the therapeutic effect of riding a motorcycle. Although aware of algorithmic surveillance, being able to 
move especially during the pandemic makes them forget and even ignore how their labour is measured 
and surveilled. On the other hand, the lack of respect from employers, customers, and others in traffic 
reminds them of the brutal and embodied reality of being a butterfly that they might have short lives. 
The lack of respect and recognition at work and the overwhelming feeling of being a second-class 
citizen makes them feel as though they function like a running treadmill, a platform that enables others 
to walk, run, move, and remain immune during the pandemic. With distinct empirical contributions 
from the Global South, our goal is to theorize lack of respect as a form of invisible violence and 
stigmatization, while simultaneously highlighting the informal and formal ways in which motorcycle 
couriers resist and struggle to reform their working conditions.
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Abstract

Building on interviews with representatives of Hungary’s post-transition Romani media, we provide a 
field theory based explanation of the capture of ethnic media. The country’s approximately 500,000 
Romani citizens (5 percent of the population) encounter institutionalized and cultural discrimination 
(see among others Kende, 2000). Their media depiction is overwhelmingly stereotypical and hostile, 
not to mention that mainstream media gives Romani people very limited ownership over the narratives 
(Kerényi, 1999; Vidra & Fox, 2014; Messing & Bernáth 2017).

Media is one of the practices that allow members of societies to produce and exchange meanings. 
These meanings in turn allow them to establish and differentiate between communal identities (Hall, 
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1997). As the mainstream media has excluded Romani people from meaning creation, they had to start 
their own ethnic media (Deuze, 2006). Our ongoing, interview-based research amongst Romani media 
professionals in Hungary, has shown that, in the Hungarian context, quality Romani media evolved in a
complex interplay of state and NGO finances, Non-Romani experts and trainers as well as Romani 
journalists and activists. Building on Pierre Bourdieau’s field theory, we argue that these different 
actors entered the field of ethnic journalism with their own economic, cultural and social capital. 
Contrary to economic capital, cultural and social capital are part of a person’s habitus, thus “cannot be 
transmitted instantaneously [...] by gift or bequest, purchase or exchange (Bourdieau, 1986:16).” 
Initially, Romani media makers brought their social capital to the process, which is based on their 
“membership in a group (ibid:21).” Non-Romani journalists have in the 1990s and early 2000s 
contributed their cultural capital (their knowledge of the craft of journalism) to the projects and 
gradually transmitted it to the Romani media makers.

The best example of the value of social capital is provided by Dikh TV, the most influential Romani 
media project in Hungary. It was launched on social media by Romani Self-Government representative 
Elek Balogh and dozens of volunteers. Balogh’s goal was to create a media that shows the positive 
aspects of being Roma, but also reflects on social and political problems. Dikh TV reached over 
350.000 individual users, while some of their videos generated over one million clicks. This 
unprecedented influence in a community that makes up a relevant share of voters, piqued the interest of
the country’s governing party and orchestrated a takeover: using the lack of economic capital behind 
Dikh TV, politically connected investors bought their way into the outlet thereby gaining ownership 
over the social capital (influence and connectedness) accumulated in the organization, and soon 
sidelined Balogh, the founder. Why this takeover (and interferences in earlier Romani media outlets) 
didn’t shatter the trust of the community, can be explained with the important analytical framework of 
media capture (Schiffrin, 2018). Media capture is described by Mungiu-Pippidi (2013) as a situation in 
which media have „not succeeded in becoming autonomous and manifesting a will of their own, nor 
able to exercise their main function, notably of informing people,” as they are (often barely visibly) 
captured by “vested interests”.
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Abstract

The unfolding Information and Communications Technology (ICT) paradigm or ‘revolution’ is 
frequently described as a new phase of capitalism. This viewpoint is supported by the emergence of 
new, dominant, powerful corporations, holding the upper hand in shaping policies, regulations, labour 
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relations and consumers’ behaviour. The diffusion of ICTs, however, also contributed to increase the 
societal pressure experienced by business companies and leading to reflections about their conduct and 
role in society. Exemplifying the consequences of such trend are a series of recent decisions taken by 
social media companies like Twitter, Facebook and Reddit during the United States’ presidential 
campaign. However, are also products of the ICT revolution organizations that embed the seminal 
values of public purpose, collaboration and sharing that framed the Internet’s pre-commercial spirit. 
These organizations, including Wikipedia, Creative Commons, Mozilla, ProPublica and the Guardian, 
certainly provide interesting case studies and examples for a variety of issues that are the focus of 
analyses within the field of communication studies. Alternatively and to make a contribution to 
knowledge, this paper argues that such organizations are sustainability champions, and they represent 
archetype models for social impact shaping the institutional settings of large, business corporations.

The paper defines ‘ethical capitalism’ as a particular system of beliefs, values, and principles 
connecting a variety of institutions supporting the same vision of a good society. These institutions 
range from abstract theories of economic systems or management principles, to ‘real-world’ legal 
frameworks for the incorporation of organizations. They are a subculture of mainstream business 
models and economic systems that consider moral values. The good society is defined by a cluster of 
terminal values defining the concept of sustainability: equality, harmony and self-determination. These 
values are defined by the pragmatic, inclusive and collaborative ‘Rio process’ led by the United 
Nations and initiated in 1987 with the World Commission of Environment and Development. Business 
corporations and organizations prioritizing social goals share the same vision of a good society because
they share the need of articulating their social mission or social role to employees, investors, 
foundations, customers or donors in a way that they understand and accept it. As a result, the most 
globally diffused and known concept of sustainability has become a widespread label for a variety of 
social goals and missions. A shared vision for a good society, however, does not imply a common 
approach to evaluating processes leading to its realization. This becomes clear when the concept of 
sustainable development, which identifies the process, is separated from sustainability, which defines 
the goals. Sustainable development is a disputed concept, because it is ideological and political. The 
paper explains that, regardless of the existence of profound differences, some communication and 
media organizations with social missions are strong ethical capitalism proposals, and so they also 
influence the weaker proposals, such as corporate social responsibility programmes, adopted by 
business corporations.
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Abstract

The global video game landscape witnessed great changes in the past decade. The stable structure 
dominated by a few American and Japanese companies in the gaming console era was disrupted by new
digital technologies and challenged by emerging companies around the world (Kerr, 2017; Nicholas, 
2019). Among all the companies, those from China are remarkable as they overturned the stereotype of 
Chinese companies as game hardware manufacturers in the global division of labor. In the latest list of 
the world’s top 25 public companies by game revenues, Chinese companies hold 5 seats. Tencent, a 
China-based international conglomerate has ranked first since 2013. Its game revenue in the fourth 
quarter of 2019 was USD 5,225 million dollars, which is close to the sum of revenues of the second 
and third companies, Sony and Apple (Newzoo, n.d.). However, despite a recent increase in academic 
research on China’s video game industry, these video game companies haven’t been significantly 
addressed.

This study aims to provide a political economic analysis on Tencent’s video game business. It focuses 
on how Tencent, as an international conglomerate, builds and maintains its video game empire rather 
than how Tencent, as a video game developer, produce video games. The study helps to understand the 
changing structure of global gaming and the logic of the latest development of digital capitalism.

To be specific, drawing on the scholarship of corporate concentration (Mosco, 2011) and synergy 
(Wasko, 1994), this study explores how Tencent mobilizes various resources to control the domestic 
commodity chain of video games, expand foreign markets, and push synergistic development between 
its different cultural divisions. The commodity chain includes video game production and distribution, 
eSports business, and livestreaming business. Tencent has controlled most of these sectors by 
exploiting its social media advantages, establishing subsidiaries, and mergers and acquisitions. 
Domestic success helped Tencent to step onto the world stage. Chinese video game companies once 
depended heavily on foreign capital, management expertise, and technology, but today represented by 
Tencent, they are becoming the capital that invests and incorporates world-famous companies. All these
activities are accompanied by Tencent’s cross-licensing and cross-promotion between all kinds of 
cultural businesses, including video games, movies, animations, comics, music, and literature.

Besides, as the Chinese government regards video games as part of the cultural industry and thus a 
driver of economy, Tencent, with technology and market power, becomes an ideal partner of the 
government. Building on the scholarship of state-corporate relations (Zhao, 2008), this paper also 
examines the political resources of Tencent’s empire. The resources include national-level state-
corporate collaborations on eSports technical standards and textbooks, and local-level collaborations on
gaming industrial parks, to name a few.
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Abstract

Digitization has had significant repercussions for the sharing and consuming of music commodities. 
For years, the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) flexed its litigious muscle and 
fervently circulated piracy panic narratives in an attempt to stop so-called piracy, but nevertheless 
failed miserably to curb illegal file sharing practices; and in Canada, the Canadian Recording Industry 
Association's (CRIA) approach was litigiously reticent (if not altogether negligent). Only recently have 
the Canadian and American music industries begun reconfiguring themselves around the distribution, 
circulation, and presentation of music online via digital marketplace and streaming platforms. While it 
is important to examine how music is sold and how digital platforms reshape this exchange, I want to 
draw due attention to the following reality: when changes are made to the methods for selling music, it 
ultimately alters how artists are compensated — and usually not for the better. Consequently, the 
effectiveness of the policies and regulations designed to support or protect the music industries in 
Canada have in some ways become outmoded.

Within the last few years, however, in Canada, there has been great change afoot at the policy level, 
with several committees forming to research and examine the state of the music industry in a digital 
world. Surprisingly, despite the well-documented success of streaming in industry reports worldwide, 
these policy discussions have revivified the once dormant piracy panic narrative, transmuting it into the
value gap narrative. This paper asks: How have these recent reviews and reports addressed key changes
to musician labour in the platform era? How have they failed to? To what end and to whose ultimate 
benefit is the value gap narrative circulated?

The paper’s central argument asserts that there is a disconnect between how musicians see themselves 
and conceptualize their labour practices, and how industry officials understand and characterize 
musician labour. In many of these policy discussions, the musician is a figure positioned to be talked 
about, but infrequently granted the space to speak for themselves. Employing a cultural industries 
approach alongside a political economy approach, this paper uses a combination of document analysis 
and semi-structured interviews with musicians from across Canada to assess the degree to which digital
platforms enable or constrain musician labour.
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Abstract

La ponencia presenta los principales hallazgos de la investigación de la tesis doctoral donde se analizan
los contenidos exclusivos y las principales estrategias de 13 plataformas que distribuyen videos bajo 
demanda en línea; de las cuales cinco son propiedad de medios tradicionales, cinco de empresas de 
telecomunicaciones –incluyendo una compañía europea–, dos de gigantes tecnológicos y, por supuesto,
la pure player que encabeza la lista de suscriptores. Los principales criterios de inclusión fueron la 
marcada presencia en el mercado del video streaming en países americanos y la cuota mensual como el 
o uno de sus principales modelos de negocio.

Las industrias culturales desde la perspectiva de la Economía Política de la Comunicación (EPC) son el
marco teórico, en concreto se toma la definición de Ramón Zallo y con base en los trabajos de Nicholas
Garhnam y Bernard Miège se actualizan algunas de las principales características de tales industrias en 
función de su incursión en internet.

La metodología empleada es la propuesta por Vincent Mosco por medio de los procesos de 
mercantilización, espacialización y estructuración, así como sus respectivas subcategorías: la mercancía
contenido, la mercancía audiencia, la mercancía cibernética, la mercancía trabajo, la concentración 
empresarial y la clase social. De tal forma el análisis pone especial énfasis en la comercialización del 
audiovisual, el status de proveedor natural que las empresas intentan lograr, sus esfuerzos por forjar una
“audiencia” propia dispuesta a contratar un servicio de pago, dentro de un sistema donde se intensifica 
el consumo individual y las diversas empresas productoras televisivas e independientes son vistas como
maquiladoras por aquellos que se ocupan de la (re)distribución. Finalmente, se incluyen los perfiles de 
las compañías dueñas de las plataformas, las concentraciones horizontales o verticales por las que han 
atravesado –de ser el caso–, la manera en que se relacionan con otros entes económicos a través de los 
consejos de administración, las coproducciones y las alianzas estratégicas e internacionales.

La recolección de la información se hizo a partir de tres guías de observación, la primera, tuvo como 
objetivo revisar aspectos básicos de la plataforma como el precio, los modelos de negocio, los países 
donde se ofrecía el servicio, etc. La segunda se empleó para registrar las compañías que producen las 
series exclusivas que se ofrecen en los diversos catálogos y de esa forma determinar si son 
producciones propias o encargadas a terceros. La última contiene guiones de entrevistas que se 
realizaron a especialistas en el tema –tres profesores investigadores, dos trabajadoras del sector de 
telecomunicaciones, un analista, un cineasta y un productor de televisión– con la intención de 
enriquecer el proyecto.
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Abstract

This article presents findings from a research aimed at recording the new oligopoly that enveloped the 
Greek media ecosystem after the collapse of various big media companies during the economic crisis. 
This article takes stock of the historical and contextual factors determining the development of 
journalism and the media landscape in Greece and uses a political economy approach since, ‘to 
understand the media’s role in society, it is essential to understand relationships between media power 
and state power, as well as the media’s relationships with other economic sectors’ (Wasko 2014: 260).

Greece’s media ecosystem was always characterized by intertwining interests between political and 
business elites with media owners, the so-called ‘triangle of power’ involving political powerholders, 
media organizations and powerful economic actors, including banks (Hallin and Papathanassopoulos 
2002; Siapera and Papadopoulou 2018).

This peculiar relationship resulted in the creation of a powerful oligopoly around a small number of 
media corporations that owned national dailies, radio and TV stations, many magazines, and book 
publishing houses. This oligopoly extended its activities to new media, telecommunications and culture
in order to try to influence public opinion and to exert pressure in the political arena to the benefit of 
their business interests (Leandros 2010).

Notwithstanding the fact that this ‘entanglement’ has been in place for years, the 2010 economic crisis 
brought to light the interdependency of the media with political elites, fueling distrust, and even 
hostility, towards mainstream journalism, as it was heavily criticized for serving solely the role of 
government-sponsored propaganda.

Furthermore, the economic crisis had a severe impact on the majority of media firms: major outlets 
were shut down, thousands of journalists journalists were laid off and others faced big pay cuts. This 
collapse created –for the first time- a unique opportunity; Would this gap be filled by new journalistic 
initiatives that would begin from scratch leaving behind all the pathogenies of the past, or would this 
gap be filled by yet another oligopoly that would recreate the same old system?

After analyzing various secondary data such as circulation data, revenues, and market share data, we 
recorded the reemergence of the same oligopoly –only under different names.
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Abstract

In a scenario of abundance of digital contents, audiovisual works need to be easily discovered to be 
consumed. Prominence, therefore, becomes essential. In Europe, the idea of giving prominence became
key to address how works can be promoted after the adoption of the Audiovisual Media Services 
Directive (AVMSD) in 2007. In light of the amendment of this norm in November 2018 (Directive 
2018/1808/EU), the paper will provide an overview of the regulation regarding prominence of Video on
Demand (VoD) services at the European Union (EU) level, analyzing in detail the debates regarding its 
transposition that are taking place in Spain.

It is no simple task to define what prominence is in regard to the VoD services that platforms offer 
online, nor is it easy to decide to which contents this regulation must be applied. The types of 
regulatory challenges presented therefore are many. If in the analogue past governments were able to 
exercise direct influence on what nationwide audiences could discover, in the current scenario of 
transnational platforms, existing regulatory frameworks have been proven to be limited. Ensuring 
prominence of certain contents has turned into an increasingly complex challenge for public policy. It 
has also been revealed as a privileged research issue to understand how certain power relations develop
within the audiovisual sector (for example, between platforms and content providers).

For these reasons, beyond the analysis of the Spanish case the potential broader implications for the 
general interest will be discussed. It will be concluded that to guarantee and justify that certain contents
are easy to discover by citizens in an audiovisual scenario increasingly populated by platforms, the 
formulation of principles-based prominence rules can be a viable alternative. It will be argued that such
principles should guarantee ease of discovery for public service contents. Since commercial platforms 
are unlikely to promote content for the public good (e.g. via children’s or factual genres), unless a case 
for business can be made, safeguarding public service content to be the one noticeable is key for the 
general interest. And that is so because public service content is vital for democratic societies in terms 
of social cohesion, cultural diversity and civic participation.

From a methodological perspective, a policy and regulatory analysis relying on a critical 
bibliographical and documentary review of how this matter is dealt with at the European and national 
level will be offered (examining articles in academic publications and specialized media, official 
reports, white papers, studies and legal texts). A legal analysis approach is especially important when 
providing an interpretation of particular issues and cases, and document analysis offers an efficient, 
cost-effective means to access debates, although it does pose limitations. The paper will try to 
overcome them by placing research within the context of wider legal and political aspects and their 
historical evolution.
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Abstract

Several key thinkers have identified realism or critical realism as the epistemological basis for critical 
political economy (Garnham, 1999; Hardy, 2014; Mosco, 1996; 2009; Murdock, 1989), if not media 
and communication studies as a whole (Jensen, 2002; Pavitt, 1999). But like much media studies 
scholarship (Hesmondhalgh & Toynbee, 2008), political economists of communication rarely explicitly
articulate their epistemological assumptions (Corrigan, 2018; Meehan, Mosco, & Wasko, 1993). Mosco
(1996) argues, though, that during moments of disciplinary ferment it can be particularly fruitful to 
reflect on such assumptions. So, if political economy and critical media studies more broadly are, in 
fact, premised on a critical realist epistemology, what exactly does that mean? And how can such an 
epistemology inform our theory, research, and praxis?

This paper argues that the critical realist philosophy of Margaret Archer, Roy Bhaskar, and Andrew 
Sayer provides fruitful ontological, epistemological, and axiological frameworks for navigating some 
of the more vexing (and promising) crises facing critical media studies today. Specifically, this paper 
puts critical realism in dialog with four such crises:

• the expanding terrain of media, communication, and cultural studies in a converging socio-
technical world;

• the methodological impasse of quantitative, empirical communication research (on the one hand) 
and qualitative, constructivist approaches (on the other);

• the rise of “post-truth” rhetorics in both the academy (e.g., postmodernism) and in social life (e.g., 
fake news); and

• the social justice reckonings in both the academy (e.g., #CommunicationSoWhite) and in social 
life (e.g., #BlackLivesMatter; #MeToo)

Ultimately, this paper argues that, through a more explicit engagement with critical realism, political 
economy and critical media studies more broadly can take the fore in social scientific discussions of 
socio-technical change; advance more powerful (if always fallible) methodologies; restore the reality of
social life while accounting for its (mis)perceptions; and justify – both morally and epistemologically –
a more accountable and socially engaged critical media studies.
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Abstract

This paper addresses strategic aspects of the evolving role of the mediated communication sector with 
respect to three crucial contemporary crises or pressure points that are central to the central to the UN’s 
sustainable development goals – impending ecological crises; growing economic inequalities, 
precarities and insecurities; and fragility of the liberal political order in the ‘West’ amid a major 
pandemic.

The first section analyses the long unfolding ecological and inequality crises whilst highlighting how 
they are now compounded by the evident fragility of the liberal political order amid pressures and 
emerging fallout from the Coronavirus pandemic. All this means that they must now be considered ever
more urgent and pressing crises than before as we move into the third decade of this millennium

Section 2 of this paper demonstrates how, to date, the unfolding ecological and inequality crises 
continue to be both .i) much neglected and not treated with due urgency or attention, and .ii) largely 
treated separately; this applies in much of the academic research literature (notwithstanding certain 
region-specific works) as well as in mainstream media and political discourse. The section moves on to
argue why and how that both of these pressing challenges should be considered as dynamically 
interlinked and cumulative key features of our time.

Section 3 moves on to identify and consider strategic features of media’s role, engagement and 
discourse with respect to these two interwoven crises and related political processes. Here the paper 
draws on analysis of research literature trends as well as some original empirical studies related to the 
scope and character of news media engagement, and marked blindspots in discursive and conceptual 
frames.

Section 4 concludes by considering the scope and urgency of current moves towards radical or broad-
front ‘paradigm shifts’ in thinking and practice concerning the role of state and public policies (e.g. 
Red-Green New Deal ). It moves on to set out some bold and original proposals concerning the 
necessity, scope and potential of radical reforms of the media sector for any sustainable version of a 
Red-Green New Deal.
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Abstract

The paper proposed here will examine online Video On Demand (OVOD) platforms as a new 
dissemination window for audio-visual content in North America, specifically, in the less-known cases 
of Mexico and Canada. The European Union through the European Audiovisual Observatory (Grece & 
Jimenez, 2017; Fontaine & Grece, 2016) has the infrastructure to monitor the OVOD platforms 
operative in the region as well as the percentage of content from different countries of origin available 
in such platforms. This is particularly useful to better understand the new audiovisual distribution 
window and inform discussions on diversity and cultural policies such as content quota requirements. 
However, in other regions, such as North America, there is a lack of information in those areas, despite 
the existence of the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (successor of the North American Free 
Trade Agreement), the high level of audiovisual flows in the region, as well as US’ dominant 
audiovisual role world-wide.

This paper will try to address the gap and contribute, within the limitations of an individual academic 
effort, to monitoring some of the audiovisual flows among Mexico, the US and Canada. The 
comparative study will: 1) describe and discuss the industrial organization of OVOD platforms, that is, 
the market of platforms available in each country (source diversity); 2) present their audience market 
shares as per available official statistics (exposure diversity); and 3) present the original findings on 
platforms’ catalogues analysis to determine the amount of titles available by country of origin 
(exposure diversity).

The main line of inquiry is—what is the contribution of this new window regarding the provision of a 
more diverse screen outlet ecology as well as the provision of diverse titles by country of origin? In this
way, the article connects with the long-standing debate between optimistic and skeptical accounts of 
whether digital technologies can disrupt traditional concentration tendencies in the cultural industries. 
To answer the research question, platforms will be mapped and classified to produce original statistics 
and their catalogues will be analyzed through web scraping and manual technics. These results will be 
compared with official and market statistics; document analysis of news, business and government 
reports. In this way, the paper will be able to monitor challenges to some indicators of cultural 
audiovisual diversity (Ranaivoson, 2019).
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Abstract

South Korea has recently witnessed unprecedented mass investment by ordinary people in the financial 
market. The rhetorics of financial freedom, autonomy, and resistance have also emerged compellingly 
among the retail investors with small capital. Rather than being novel, those rhetorics linking the act of 
market participation to a rebellious fight against economic injustice have roots in the decades-long 
discourse of popular investing—which had expanded after South Korea’s turn to financialization—with
a renewed prominence and a much stronger populist bent. The recent movement, however, is 
particularly remarkable due to the ways popular feminism joined forces. By promoting financial 
investing as a way of challenging the patriarchal status quo and gendered economic disparity, the 
discourse that weaves together popular feminism and market populism has garnered strong visibility. 
This paper examines various instances of such emerging popular-feminist financial discourses in South 
Korea by looking at the Twittersphere, advice books, and other venues of mass and social media.

I first situate the rise of popular-feminist financial discourse within the context of enduring gender 
inequality. South Korea is a notorious example of the uncertain linkage between economic 
development and gender equity: while it boasts the world’s 10th largest economy, it ranks 108th out of 
153 countries on the 2020 Global Gender Gap Report, with an even lower rank of 127th in the category 
of “economic participation and opportunity” (World Economic Forum 2019). This enduring and ever-
worsening gender inequality paved the ways for popular feminism to develop a starkly binary view on 
gender. Next, I turn to the shared logic between popular feminism and market populism. The popular-
feminist financial discourses acknowledge severe gender discrimination in employment and sexual 
harassment rampant in workplaces, and they promote stock investing as a way out of such gender 
inequality. While wage work and employment are seen as the locus of women’s oppression, the 
financial market is taken to be meritocratic. While resenting structural gender inequality, popular 
feminism reinforces the populist idea that there is no gender in money and that the market is 
fundamentally fair. The last section of the paper draws on the recently resurging discussion of social 
reproduction. In the case of popular-feminist financial discourses, I argue, popular feminism 
contributes to the social reproduction of financial capitalism by “building communities and sustaining 
the shared meanings, affective dispositions and horizons of value that underpin social cooperation” 
(Fraser 2016:101). Female mentorship, mutual support, and affective ties—particularly prominent in 
the Twittersphere—play an important role in facilitating the circulation of financial capital.
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Abstract

Recently continuous political tightening of citizen freedom over street protest and right of speech has 
triggered a trend of preserving disappearing cultural heritage in Hong Kong. As the city government 
speeds up its integration with China at all levels, the government’s intention to reinstate its top-down 
governance on social order raises discussion among local communities on institutional efforts in the 
creation of grand cultural narratives in favour of sinization. One contested area that shows Hong 
Kong’s struggle of identity politics can be seen in the city’s ongoing development of creative industry 
projects. As the government can use newly implemented National Security Law to define topics 
deemed appropriate for artistic works, the implicaton of the growing popularity toward artistic 
exhibitions with cyberpunk themes in reputable museums including M+, Tai Kun and Design District 
Hong Kong merits further discussion .

The paper studies the larger political and economic context of Hong Kong’s community effort in 
producing and representing identity politics in the context of video game production and consumption. 
The paper argues that the creation of artistic projects with cyberpunk theme reflects Hong Kong’s 
resistance narrative in the making. The paper uses the theory of (postcolonial) play to explain the 
significance and complexity of studying Hong Kong in video games. The method of the paper uses 
mixed mode qualitative data collection which combines textual analysis, expert interview and game 
play analysis. The paper interrogates how resistance narratives are reflected in playable content in 
global games that co-exist with plays through stereotypes. The paper also examines how nostalgic 
storytelling in local indie games redefine Hong Kong’s urban identity transforming from the global and
local game production and consumption space.

The paper will include two parts. The first part offers analysis and review of more than 200 video 
games that are developed by global game companies. This section applies textual analysis to present 
specific scenes and images that describe Hong Kong as an exotic and oriental cyberpunk city. Most of 
the games studied are Japanese and American games from 1990s to 2000s. This section especially 
focuses on blockbuster titles such as Shenmue and Sleeping Dogs to study the urban representation of 
Hong Kong. The second part of the paper chooses independent games developed by Hong Kong game 
developers after 2000s. It reviews games that depict Hong Kong from local developer’s point of view. 
The study will include interviews with developers of independent games. It will also include textual 
analysis of Cage, A Summer’s End 1986, and The Glory Day 1988. These games respectively explore 
struggles over identity politics, sexuality and urbanization in the post-1997 Hong Kong society. These 
stories collectively demonstrate fantasy about the city as Hong Kong faces its future in the time of 
divided globalization.
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Abstract

“Heaven Official's Blessing”was originally a serialized online DANMEI novel launched by a web 
novellist Mo Xiang Tong Xiu, the author of a number of highly popular stories that have acquired large 
fandoms, who was detained for selling obscene articles in China in the same time. A capitalist 
streaming platform, Bilibili Inc., acquired the copyright of the serialized online novel and adapted the 
original novel into a series of animations, then released it and paid for play in 2020. In the process of 
adaptation, the Bilibili used various data collection methods for the first time (and also the first to use 
by the Chinese Capital) to investigate the demands of the audience and make targeted content 
adjustments. The work itself after adaptation caters to the audience; but the adaptation behavior 
changes some of the settings in the original work, thereby subverting the original image and 
communication path of the work.

This article uses the theoretical framework of "commodification, structuration, and spatialization" 
proposed by Vincent Mosco, to explore the motivation of this adaptation behavior of the management 
and the result: the performance of "commodification" is, Bilibili--the capital power, regards the 
animation work itself and the audience of the animation as "commodities", and use the big-data to 

analyze the taste of the audience and adjust the content of the animation，the audience has become the 
free Digital Labour; " structuration " is manifested as the "cut" behavior by the capital power, to cut off 
the connection between the animation works and the original works, that is, to carry out the secondary 
development of animation works, such as changing the original image of DANMEI and religious 
concepts, thereby forming a new IP, strengthening the independence of animation works themselves, 
and avoiding the imprisonment of the harmful effects from the author, while avoiding the intervention 
of power at the national level; “spatialization” means in the attempt by the capital to create a fully 
covered sinking market space through the adaptation behavior itself, and apply “online + 
offline”marketing strategies with KFC theme cafes, online interaction in Chinese social media platform
Weibo, etc., to obtain long-term long-tail profit income. In conclusion, with the help of big-data, the 
Bilibili’s adaptation behavior has affected the dissemination of adapted works, in order to obtain a large
amount of profit, rather than disseminate the content of the adapted works, and to accumulate a large 
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amount of capital and word-of-mouth capital to achieve the ultimate goal of strengthening the 
monopoly of China’s two-dimensional culture market.
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